e-daf
Electronic Self-access Centre for German as a Foreign Language

Teachers' Room
Information on and for German teachers

Course Rooms
Online exercises, hypermedia, worksheets, course information

Archive
An archive of exercises and materials with search functions

Reports and Information
Information on "e-daf" and German courses at the NUS; reports and pictures

Cafeteria
Discussion forums und web chats

"e-daf" Tour
A tour through "e-daf" and its various rooms

'Library' of Links
Links to relevant German language websites

Podcasts
German on the move – listening materials, grammar, culture and more

Project Showcase
Exhibition of student projects

Audio-Video Room
Online audio and video materials, podcast lessons

http://courseware.nus.edu.sg/e-daf/

Centre for Language Studies
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, National University of Singapore
9 Arts Link, Singapore 117570, Fax: (65) 6777-7736
You can contact your German lecturers for more information about "e-daf". E-mail addresses are in the 'Teachers' Room' in "e-daf".